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Health and Safety Policy Statement 
City Energy Network Ltd recognises its responsibility to secure the safety, health and welfare 

of employees and its stakeholders. It is our policy to provide and maintain safe and healthy 

working conditions for all employees, providing appropriate tools, equipment, operational 

processes and safe systems of work covering all activities. 

We provide and countersign this policy with all employees at the start of their employment 

with us and share updates to the policy at least annually. Our Health and Safety policy can 

be accessed in our offices and remotely accessible on our server.  

Our management team is responsible for applying the above and providing information, 

instruction and training to achieve this purpose. Managing Director, Michelle Roberts is the 

registered Health and Safety Officer responsible for the organisation and implementation of 

this Statement and our Health and Safety Policy.  

We plan to minimise the risks created by work activities, products and services and to 

secure involvement and participation at all levels. The Managing Director will make all the 

necessary financial resource available for the management and promotion of health and 

safety.  

A designated team of competent people and qualified professionals supports the Managing 

Director with the day to day responsibilities. We assess risks to safety or health and 

implement all actions deemed necessary while also requiring all sub-contractors to comply 

with current Health and Safety legislation. Other people may be affected by our activities, 

e.g. visitors, neighbours etc., and our management accept the responsibility to provide 

appropriate levels of safety for them. 

We are committed to continuous and effective improvements whilst at the same time 

complying with the legislation, regulation and other requirements that we subscribe to. We 

set and monitor measurable objectives and targets with this policy at least annually. 

City Energy Network Ltd has developed and integrated a management system in 

accordance with PAS99 to include the requirements of ISO45001, the Specification for 

Organisations providing the Green Deal Advice Service (GDAO), Version 005/2014 and 

PAS2030 in compliance with the Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974 et al. 

This policy supports the Integrated Management Policy with its documentation, 

implementation and maintenance while ensuring all employees, suppliers, Advisors and 

other stakeholders are consulted on matters pertaining to health and safety. 

All employees must recognise that everyone shares responsibility for achieving healthy and 

safe working conditions.  You must consider the health and safety implications of your acts 

and/or omissions and take reasonable care for your health and safety and that of others. Any 

health and safety concerns should be reported to your line manager or supervisor 

immediately. 

 

 Updated in date original signed and held in office    

Managing Director, Michelle Roberts    Date 
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Health and Safety Policy 
 

This policy is designed to enable the prevention of injury and damage to a person’s health, 

driven by continuous improvement supported by the Company’s Integrated Management 

System.  

We determine our legal and other requirements as applicable to this Health and Safety 

Policy through P010- Legal Requirements Procedure. 

Health and Safety Training 
All employees need to know about: 

• The Health and Safety Policy 

• The structure and system for delivering this Policy 

• The risks in their work activities that apply to them 

All employees will receive induction training. Such training will cover Fire-Procedures, 

Warning Systems, actions to be taken on receiving warning, locations of exits/escape routes, 

evacuation and Assembly Procedures, First Aid/Injury Reporting Procedures, names of First 

Aiders/Appointed Persons, issue of protective clothing/equipment and its use, instruction 

under COSHH, compulsory protection areas, thorough instruction applicable to their 

particular duties at work etc. 

Training needs will be reviewed as a result of job changes, promotion, as a result of new 

activities or new technology, following an accident/incident and as a result of performance 

appraisal. Records of training will be kept for all employees. 

Communication with Employees 
The company will co-operate with representatives of recognised Trade Unions or those 

elected as representatives of employee safety. We will further continue to communicate 

through bulletins, newsletters, inductions, team meetings, one to ones, appraisals, tool box 

talks and similar. 

Planning, Measuring, Auditing and Reviewing Safety Performance 
a. Planning 

Our aim is to minimise the risks created by work activities. We will use Risk Assessment 

methods to decide priorities and set objectives for hazard elimination and risk control. 

Wherever possible, risks will be eliminated or minimised by the use of physical control 

measures. Where this is not possible, systems of work and personal protective equipment 

will be used to control risks. Performance Standards will be established and performance 

measured against these. 

b. Measuring Performance 

The success of action taken to control risks will be assessed by thorough investigation of 

any accidents, ill health or incidents with the potential to cause harm or loss. We will aim to 

identify the underlying causes and take corrective action to prevent recurrence. 

c. Auditing and Reviewing Performance 

Safety Arrangements will be regularly audited, and regular reviews of performance will be 

carried out by management with the objective of continual improvement of policies, systems 

and procedures. 
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Health and Safety Responsibilities 
To be efficient and effective in controlling risks we need to co-ordinate the activities of 

managers and employees to ensure everyone is clear about what they are expected to 

achieve. 

Specific responsibilities are listed below. Managers and employees identified as having 

specific health and safety responsibilities and will be held accountable for their performance. 

a. Responsible Persons 

The following persons have been allocated key areas of responsibility: 

1. Allocation of sufficient resources: Michelle Roberts  

2. Monitoring of safety performance and review of the Health & Safety Policy: Scott Lowe  

3. Communicating the Health and Safety Statement to employees: Rob Kerr  

4. Health and Safety Training and record keeping: Rob Kerr 

5. Assessment Duties are undertaken: Stephanie Perkins data collection, Internal H&S 

Manager to Assess and Validate  

6. Maintaining Accident Records and dealing with Reportable Accidents and Dangerous 

Occurrences (RIDDOR): Rob Kerr/Scott Lowe  

7. Fire Safety: Elinor Jenkins  

8. Monitoring and maintaining First aid Supplies: Elinor Jenkins 

b. Responsibility of Employees 

There is a duty on all employees to take care of their own safety and that of others while at 

work. Co-operation is also required in using suitable protective equipment or clothing 

provided to safeguard Safety and Health and to enable the company to comply with the law. 

All our employees must comply with the Safety Rules contained in this policy. 

In addition, the Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974 places legal duties on all our 

employees. These are: 

• To take reasonable care for the Health and Safety of themselves and of other persons 

who may be affected by their acts or omissions at work. 

• To co-operate with Management to enable the employer to carry out his legal duties or 

any requirements as may be imposed.  

• Not to intentionally or recklessly interfere with, or misuse, any item provided in the 

interests of Health, Safety and Welfare. 

• To use machines, equipment, dangerous substances, transport equipment, means of 

production of safety device provided by the employer, in accordance with the training 

and instructions received. 

• To inform the employer or any other employee with specific Health and Safety 

responsibilities for fellow employees. 

• Of any work situation where it is considered that the training and instruction received 

by themselves or a fellow employee, could represent a serious and imminent danger to 

their Health and Safety, and 

• Of any matter where it is considered that the training and instruction received by 

themselves or a fellow employee, could present a failure in the employers' protection 

arrangements for their Health and Safety, even where no immediate danger exists. 
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Rules Covering Health and Safety at Work 

This section of our Health and Safety Statement specifies the safety rules in operation, 

which employees must adhere to. These rules are prepared in accordance with legal 

requirements and acknowledged safe working practices. In addition to the legal duty 

imposed upon employees to comply with these rules, failure to observe them will be 

considered to be a breach of the Contract of Employment and will result in disciplinary action 

being taken. 

A breach of Health and Safety legislation by an employee is a criminal offence and an 

Enforcing Officer could take action against an individual. 

a. Working Practices 

1. Employees must not operate any item of plant or equipment unless they have been 

trained and authorised to do so. 

2. Employees must make full and proper use of all equipment guarding. 

3. Employees must report to management immediately any fault, damage, defect or 

malfunction in any item of plant, equipment or tool. 

4. Employees must not clean any moving item of plant or equipment. 

5. Employees must not leave any item of plant or equipment in motion whilst unattended 

unless authorised to do so. 

6. Employees must not make any repairs or carry out maintenance work of any description 

unless authorised to do so. 

7. Employees must use all substances, chemicals, liquids etc. in accordance with 

instructions. 

8. Employees must observe all pedestrian and vehicle controls in force on the premises. 

b. Hazard Warning Signs and Notices 

Employees must comply with all hazard and warning signs and notices displayed on the 

premises. 

c. Working Conditions and Environment 

1. Employees must make proper use of all equipment and facilities provided to control 

working conditions. 

2. Employees must keep stairways, passageways and work areas clear and in a clean and 

tidy condition. 

3. Employees must dispose of all rubbish, scrap and waste within the working area, using 

the facilities provided 

4. Employees must use the correct methods when removing any articles of waste for 

disposal. 

5. Employees must clear up spillages or liquids within the work area. 

6. Employees must not pollute watercourses, sewers or drains with chemicals or 

substances. 

d. Protective Clothing and Equipment (PPE) 

1. Employees must use all items of protective clothing and equipment provided as 

instructed. 

2. Employees must report any damage, loss, fault or unsuitability of protective clothing or 

equipment to their supervisor. 
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3. Where hazardous substances are involved, all employees and subcontractors will wear 

suitable protective clothing, gloves and safety goggles and follow all necessary handling 

guidelines detailed in the manufacturer's data sheets provided with the substances. It is 

the responsibility of each individual employee to adhere to the guidelines provided by 

the substance manufacturer in their data sheets. 

4. COSHH guidelines must be followed at all times and particular attention should be paid 

to minimising the risk as much as possible 

5. Any mishandling or misuse of any hazardous substances by any employee (including 

sub contracted staff) will not be tolerated. 

 

e. Fire Precautions 

1. Employees must comply with all laid down Emergency Procedures. 

2. Employees must not obstruct any Fire Escape Route, fire equipment or fire doors. 

3. Employees must report any use of firefighting equipment to their supervisor. 

f. Company Transport 

1. Employees with company vehicles must carry out regular checks of their vehicles, 

paying particular attention to tyres, oil, radiator water and windscreen wash in 

accordance with the manufacturer's manual. 

2. Employees must not drive or operate any vehicles for which they do not hold the 

appropriate driving license or permit. 

3. Employees must not carry unauthorised passengers or unauthorised loads. 

4. Employees must not use vehicles for unauthorised purposes. 

5. Employees must not overload vehicles above the stated capacity. 

6. Employees must not drive or operate vehicles whilst suffering from a medical condition 

or illness that may affect their driving or operating ability. 

g. Accidents 

1. Employees must seek medical treatments for any injury they may receive, no matter 

how slight it may seem to be. Upon returning from treatment they must report the 

incident to their Line Manager. 

2. Employees must report all accidents and dangerous occurrences to management as 

soon as it is practicable. 

3. Employees must notify management of any incident in which damage is caused to 

property. 

h. Health 

1. Employees must report to management any medical condition, which could affect the 

safety of themselves or others. 

2. Employees must co-operate with the management on the implementation of the Medical 

and Occupational Health Provisions. 

i. National health alerts 

1. In the event of an epidemic or pandemic alert the Company will organise its business 

operations and provide advice on steps to be taken by employees, in accordance with 

official guidance, to reduce the risk of infection at work as far as possible.  Any questions 

should be referred to your Line Manager. 
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2. It is important for the health and safety of all our employees that you comply with 

instructions issued in these circumstances.  Failure to do so will be dealt with under the 

Disciplinary Procedure stated in the employee handbook. 

j. Rules Covering Gross Misconduct 

An employee will be liable to summary dismissal if he/she is found to have acted in any of 

the following ways: 

1. A serious or wilful breach of safety rules 

2. Unauthorised removal or interference with any guard or protective device 

3. Unauthorised operation of any item of plant or equipment 

4. Unauthorised removal of any item of First Aid equipment. 

5. Wilful damage to, misuse of, or interference with any item provided in the interests of 

Health and Safety or welfare at work. 

6. Unauthorised removal or defacing of any label, sign or warning device. 

7. Misuse of chemicals, inflammable, hazardous or toxic substances. 

8. Horseplay or practical jokes which could cause accident. 

9. Making false statements or in any way deliberately interfering with evidence following an 

accident or dangerous occurrence. 

10. Misuse of any item of equipment, utensil, fitting/fixture, vehicle or electrical equipment. 

k. Fire Evacuation 

This section outlines the arrangements and responsibilities for evacuation in the event of fire. 

Fire Awareness 

All employees receive instruction and training in the procedures to be followed in the event 

of a fire 

As part of the fire arrangements, a person has been nominated who is responsible for Fire 

Safety planning/fire precautions, Evacuation Drills, fire appliance checks, Fire Alarm tests 

and record keeping Fire Evacuation Drills will be arranged by the nominated person twice 

per year. 

Fire Procedures for City Energy Offices 

Upon discovering, hearing the fire alarm or being notified of a fire, THE SENIOR PERSON 

PRESENT WILL 

1. Telephone the Emergency Services by dialling 999 

2. When the Operator answers, ask for the FIRE SERVICE and give the office telephone 

number and a designated mobile number 

3. When connected to the Fire Service, state slowly and distinctly: "This is City Energy, we 

have a fire". Do not replace the receiver until this information has been correctly 

acknowledged. 

4. Evacuate the building by the nearest available exit and proceed to the assembly point. 

5. Initiate a roll call for employees and visitors. 

6. Liaise with the Fire Officer, giving information concerning: 

a. location of fire 

b. missing employees/visitors 

c. location of dangerous chemicals/substances 

d. location of services isolating points 

7. Liaise with the Senior Fire Office before re-entering the building. 
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8. Ensure that all discharged fire extinguishers are replaced. 

Fire Notice for City Energy Offices 

All employees should leave the building by the nearest available exit and assemble outside 

at the designated assembly points. Coptic House employees assemble at ‘Mischiefs’ on 

Mount Stuart Square, Livingston employees assemble in the designated car park area. 

A roll call will be held, to ensure all persons are accounted for, and no one is left in the 

building. Do not delay leaving the building by collecting personal belongings. 

Visitors 

Please assemble at the location identified above where a roll call of visitors will be held - it is 

important that you do not leave the area before notifying the Senior Person present. Do not 

delay leaving the building by collecting personal belongings. 

Senior Person Present 

1. Ensure that the FIRE SERVICE has been summoned 

2. Initiate a roll call for employees and visitors 

3. Inform the fire service of the suspected or actual location of the fire, any missing 

persons, any dangerous substances present and service isolation points, e.g. gas 

mains/valves, electricity etc. 

4. Do not re-enter the building until told that is safe to do so by the Senior Fire Officer. 

5. Ensure that all discharged fire extinguishers are replaced. 

6. Keep a record of the incident. 

l. Accident and Injury Reporting Procedure and Records 

All injuries no matter how minor should be treated and a record made in the Accident Book. 

1. The injured person reports for First Aid Treatment. 

2. The First Aider enters the details of the injury and treatment in the Accident Book and 

enters a serial Report Number on the Accident Report and stub. The Report is then 

removed from the Accident book and passed to the responsible person noted on the 

front of the book. 

3. The responsible person will decide what actions are necessary (if any), carrying out an 

investigation and recording details on the form if appropriate. 

4. The responsible person will notify the Health and Safety Authority immediately if the 

injury results in absence from work of more than 7 days. The report should be submitted 

to the HSE through an online report form at http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/report.htm 

5. The responsible person will notify the Health and Safety Executive immediately by 

telephone if a fatality or major injury occurs. 

Incident Contact Centre 0845 300 99 23 (Monday to Friday 8:30am to 5:00pm) 

For a major incident where immediate action is required the duty office should be contacted 

on 0151 922 9235. 

m. First Aid Arrangements 

A trained First-Aider or appointed person, First Aid equipment and records are provided. 

Displayed in the premises are notices, which detail the following: 

n. LOCATION OF FIRST AID KIT 

Cardiff Office: 3rd floor Meeting Room and 2nd floor kitchen area 
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o. Emergency Procedure City Energy Offices 

1. In the event of requiring the Emergency Services dial 999. 

2. When the Exchange Operator answers, ask for the appropriate service. 

3. When connected to the required service, state slowly and distinctly "This is City Energy" 

Give the office telephone number and a designated mobile number. State the need, e.g. 

“We require Police assistance" and/or "An Ambulance is required" 

4. Give details of the incident. 

5. Do not replace the receiver until this information has been correctly acknowledged. 

p. Dangerous Occurrence Reporting Procedure 

The responsible person will notify the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) immediately if a 

specified dangerous occurrence takes place, which is not reportable by consequent death or 

injury. The specified dangerous occurrences are listed on the HSE website 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/what-must-i-report.htm#dangerous 

For fatal and major injuries only the report can be made by telephoning the Incident Contact 

Centre. Call 0845 300 99 23 (Monday to Friday 8:30am to 5:00pm). 

For a major incident, where immediate action is required the duty officer should be contacted 

on 0151 922 9235. 

q. Arrangements for Carrying out Risk Assessment 

The Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974 and the Management of Health and Safety at Work 

Regulations 1999 require that a formal Risk Assessment is carried out to determine the risks 

associated with our working operations. The assessment needs to identify risks both to 

employees and to any other person who may be affected. 

We will carry out a formal risk assessment and record the following: 

1. Any significant sources of harm (hazards) to Health and Safety identified during the 

assessment. 

2. Any existing control measures currently in place and their level of effectiveness in 

controlling those risks (with reference and access to work manuals or other 

documentation if appropriate) 

3. The persons who may be affected by the risks identified, in particular any personnel who 

may be especially at risk. 

4. The decisions taken as a result of the assessment. A competent person will carry out 

the risk assessment. 

When a hazard is identified and the risk assessed, the necessary arrangements will be 

decided and put into effect to protect safety and health, including removal of the hazard, 

control measures, safeguards or the provision of protective equipment. 

r. Whistleblowing  

1. Overview  

1.1 This section outlines what you should do if you suspect something happening at work is 

putting you or others in danger, or is illegal or unethical.  

1.2 It applies to all employees, contractors, consultants, officers, interns, casual and agency 

workers. It does not form part of your contract of employment and can be amended at 

any time.  

2. What is whistleblowing?  

http://www.hse.gov.uk/riddor/what-must-i-report.htm#dangerous
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2.1 Our aim is to maintain the highest standards of integrity in everything we do, but all 

organisations can occasionally be affected by conduct that is dangerous, against the law 

or breaches ethical or professional codes. Should you have such concerns, we 

encourage you to report them immediately — this is called ‘whistleblowing’. You can be 

assured that we will take your concerns seriously, they will be thoroughly investigated, 

and you can be confident there will be no reprisals.  

2.2 The types of concerns you may want to raise with us by whistleblowing include:  

• any activity you suspect is criminal  

• any activity you suspect puts health and safety at risk  

• any activity you suspect may damage the environment  

• any activity you suspect is a miscarriage of justice  

• any activity you suspect breaches our policy on bribery and corruption  

• any failure to comply with legal or regulatory obligations  

• any failure to meet professional requirements  

• any attempt to conceal one or more of these activities.  

2.3 Speak to Shelley Roberts if you are not sure whether something you have become 

aware of is covered by this policy. Note that this policy does not cover anything to do 

with you personally — how other people are treating you, for example. For this, please 

refer to our policies on bullying and harassment and then to our grievance procedure for 

guidance on how to proceed.  

3. How to raise a whistleblowing concern  

3.1 In most cases, you should start by raising your concerns with your manager, either face-

to-face or in writing.  

3.2 If you would prefer not to go to your manager, or your manager fails to address all your 

concerns, you should write to Shelley Roberts. You should also do this if your concerns 

are of a very serious nature.  

3.3 Your letter should say that you are raising your concerns under this policy and then 

explain what they are. Include all the key facts, dates, and the names of the people 

involved.  

3.4 You will be invited to a meeting to discuss your concerns, and you are entitled to be 

accompanied at this and any subsequent meetings by a colleague or trade union 

representative. If you bring a companion, you must both agree to keep your disclosures 

confidential before and after the meeting and during any investigation that may follow.  

3.5 After the initial meeting, we will investigate your concerns and we may ask you to attend 

further meetings. To investigate properly, we may involve specialists with particular 

knowledge or experience of the issues you have raised.  

3.6 You will be kept informed about how our investigations are progressing and how long 

they are likely to take. Sometimes, however, we may be unable to give you details about 

the investigation (or any action it leads to) as we need to protect confidentiality. We 

understand this may be frustrating and give you concerns about whether we have 

actually done anything, and if this happens we will do our best to sit down with you and 

explain why we are acting in the way we are.  

3.7 Your concerns will be addressed fairly, but we cannot guarantee the outcome of our 

investigations will be the one you want. If you are not satisfied with how we have 

conducted the investigations, you can take the matter to one of our board directors for 

further consideration.  
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3.8 Most concerns are raised with us in good faith, but occasionally someone makes a false 

allegation out of malice or because they believe they have something to gain. Anyone 

found doing this will face action under our disciplinary policy and may be dismissed for 

misconduct, or even gross misconduct.  

4. Confidentiality and anonymity  

4.1 There is a significant difference between wanting to keep your concerns confidential and 

making a disclosure anonymously. We actively discourage anonymous whistleblowing. 

4.2 You are always encouraged to raise concerns openly, and if you prefer to do so in 

confidence we will do all that we can to ensure your identity remains hidden. We may 

want to disclose your identity to people involved in the investigation but will always 

discuss this with you first.  

4.3 You are protected from reprisals under this policy but if you are still worried, we 

encourage you to discuss this with us and we will explore how far we can go in keeping 

your concerns confidential. 

4.4 Concerns raised anonymously are very difficult — and sometimes impossible — to 

investigate. We can’t properly establish whether your allegations are credible without 

being able to ask you for more details or for clarification, and this makes it hard to reach 

an informed decision. This is why we urge you not to report matters anonymously.  

 

5. How we protect whistle-blowers  

5.1 If you raise a concern in good faith under this policy, we will support you fully even if we 

find through our investigations that you made a mistake. However, if you feel you have 

been treated detrimentally as a result of raising a concern, you must tell us at once. First 

inform your manager and, if the matter remains unresolved, you must follow the formal 

process in our grievance procedure.  

5.2 All whistle-blowers are afforded the same protection, so you must not threaten others 

who have raised concerns. You may face disciplinary action if we find that you have.  

6. Taking your concerns outside the Company  

6.1 This policy outlines the process for raising, investigating, and resolving wrongdoing 

within the workplace. It is rarely necessary – or, from our point of view, desirable – for 

anyone outside the Company to become involved when a whistleblowing allegation is 

made.  

6.2 In some exceptional circumstances, you may need to go to an external body — an 

industry regulator, for example — and the independent charity Public Concern at Work 

can direct you towards the appropriate regulator for the type of issue you want to raise.  

6.3 This policy covers the actions of third parties such as suppliers, service providers, and 

clients, as well as our staff. Should you have concerns about a third party, you are 

encouraged to raise them with us before approaching anyone else. Shelley Roberts will 

be able to explain how you should proceed.  

6.4 Alerting the media to a concern — particularly before or during an internal investigation 

— is almost never justified or appropriate in any situation. We strongly discourage you 

from doing so and will treat any contact with the press as a serious disciplinary issue 

justifying dismissal unless exceptional circumstances exist. We would normally expect 

you to have taken all reasonable steps to deal with the matter internally or with an 
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external regulator, and to have taken full advice from a lawyer or Public Concern At Work 

before being justified in approaching the press. 

References 
P010 – Legal Requirements Procedure 
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# Objectives Objective 

achieved 

Existing Operational Controls Operational Controls to be developed 

1.  Revise Health and Safety accountability 

and reporting lines for office and 

construction sites. 

 a. POL021 Health and Safety policy 

b. Accident and incident reporting policy 

 

i. Objective 3 

ii. Internal audit (inclusion) 

iii. Legal Requirements Procedure 

iv. Employee Handbook 

v. POL021 

2.  Establish annualised Health and Safety 

training plan 

 a. Training matrix i. CPD policy 

ii. Compliance monitoring plan 

iii. Objectives 3 & 4 

iv. Training matrix (upgrade) 

v. Internal audit (inclusion) 

vi. CITB levy and grant reporting 

3.  Establish reporting parameters across 

the business 

o Ad-hoc (emergencies & accidents) 

o Weekly 

o Monthly / Quarterly 

o Annually 

 a. POL021 Health and Safety policy 

b. QP07 Management review procedure 

 

i. Objectives 1, 2, 4 - 8 

ii. Definition of exact reporting requirements 
(general office H&S, general site H&S, 
RAMS, accidents, incidents, near misses, 
RIDDOR, working time directive et al) 

iii. Internal audit (inclusion) 

iv. POL021  

4.  Establish employee consultation and 

communication parameters 

01.03.201

6 

a. POL021 Health and Safety policy 

b. Accident and incident reporting policy 

c. Regular Staff Newsletters 

i. Staff meetings (team / 121) 

ii. Annual H&S consultation & quizzes 

iii. Site based project H&S reviews 

iv. Site based communication parameters 

v. Internal audit & site audit verification 
(inclusion) 

vi. Legal requirements procedure 

vii. Communication procedure 
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# Objectives Objective 

achieved 

Existing Operational Controls Operational Controls to be developed 

viii. Objectives 1 & 3 

5.  Full integration of site based Health and 

Safety processes and procedures within 

the IMS (including verification) 

 a. POL021 Health and Safety policy i. Everything – no site based processes and 
procedures currently included in the IMS   

ii. Internal audit & site audit verification 
(inclusion) 

6.  Achieve Health & Safety monitoring 

targets 

Office 

o Weekly fire assessments 

o Monthly walk-throughs  

o Bi-annual fire alarm test 

o Annual DSE assessments 

o Annual risk assessments 

o Annual Internal Audit 

Site 

o 10% of all installations receive pre 
& mid Health & Safety inspections 

o Bi-annual verification audit of 
Health and Safety on sites 

 a. POL021 Health and Safety policy & 
objectives 

 

 

i. Objectives 1 – 6 

ii. Establish site audit verification process (bi-
annually for the site managers to audit 
each other’s’ sites) 

iii. Establish scheduled pre & mid Health and 
Safety inspection process 

7.  Maintain 0% for RIDDOR reportable 

accidents for all business operations 

 

 

 a. POL021 Health and Safety policy & 
objectives 

b. Health and Safety inductions on site 

c. Office & site based RAMS 

d. Contractual agreements with 3rd parties 
stipulate Health and Safety requirements 

e. CDM Construction phase plan & 
associated activities 

i. Objective 2 

ii. Employee Handbook 

iii. Health and Safety inductions office 

iv. Contractual agreements with 3rd parties 
stipulate Health and Safety requirements 
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# Objectives Objective 

achieved 

Existing Operational Controls Operational Controls to be developed 

8.  Achieve ISO45001  Not applicable Not applicable 

 


